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Investigation of Development Mechanism of Mesoscale Convective Systems along theTitle of

Baiu Front over the OceanProject

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) developing in a moist environment such as overAbstract of

the East China Sea are one of the major targets to reveal in meteorology as they developResearch

rapidly and produce heavy rainfalls on west Kyushu. In order to reveal the energy andProject

water budget around the MCSs, observations on the distribution of water vapor are required

over the ocean. Present research project aims to clarify the development mechanism of

MCSs along the Baiu front over the ocean by the following observations and experiments.

1. Develop a system to forecast the best flight pass for the observation of the MCSs by

using a cloud resolving numerical model to run and an objective analysis data provided by

Japan Meteorological Agency as an initial.

2. Aircraft observation measures 1) formation of cold air in the low altitude in the north of

the Baiu front, 2) structure of the warm moist air advection in the low altitude in the south

of the front, 3) location of MCSs formation, 4) formation of cloud ice in the high altitude in

the north of the front, and 5) warm rain process in the south of the front.

3. Clarify the development mechanism of MCSs along the Baiu front and the energy and

water budget around MCSs over the ocean by analyzing observational data and by numerical

simulation with a cloud resolving model.
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